Postdoctoral Research Fellow in Statistical Methods for Ordered and Rank Data

**Position title:** Post-doctoral Research Fellow.

**Duties and responsibilities:** The Department of Statistics at the University of Haifa Israel has a Postdoctoral Research Fellow position available. The Fellow will develop novel statistical methodology for analyzing varied types of ordered and rank data. The projects require careful attention to both statistical theory and the underlying questions of scientific interest.

**Position qualifications:** A PhD or equivalent degree in statistics, biostatistics or a related area is required. In addition to having a strong background in statistics and strong computational skills, the ideal candidate would be keen on applications. Strong communication skills are highly desirable.

**Special requirements:** None.

**Start day & duration:** Starting date is flexible. Expected duration 2 years.

**Application address:** To apply, please send your CV, a research statement, contact information, and three references letters to:

**Email:** davidov@stat.haifa.ac.il

Professor Ori Davidov  
Department of Statistics  
University of Haifa  
Mount Carmel, Haifa, 31905  
Israel